Health Care Independence with Dr. Laura Thompson - February 23rd

To

“Ignorance has always been the weapon of tyrants; enlightenment the salvation of the free” – Bill Richardson

This week on the Solari Report, I am speaking to family nutritionist Dr. Laura Thompson.

I am increasingly concerned about the risks involved in using US health care systems. In my personal circles, I see persons and couples who are astute at accessing both holistic and conventional health systems. They know how to get the best of both worlds economically.

Other people don’t invest time in understanding health issues and ensuring that providers and treatments have integrity. The consequences can threaten health, lives and financial security.

I asked Dr. Thompson to join me to discuss how to gain the intellectual mastery we need to become informed users of health care information and services – to achieve health care independence. I see this as essential to the financial health of an individual or family, not to mention well being and happiness. It requires an assumption of greater responsibility for our health as well as an investment of time in learning how to do so. Dr. Thompson walks us through the steps we can take to achieve health care independence.
In addition to the latest in financial and geopolitical news in *Money & Markets*, I will continue my coverage of the first 100 days of the Trump administration and the ongoing saga of the “Swamp Strikes Back” whereby the established Washington interests accuse President Trump and his team of doing what they themselves have, in fact, been doing. The swamp for years has been interfering in foreign elections, engaging in corrupt foreign practices, and enjoying the fruits of illegal sexual activity. The swamp has been emboldened by concerns in the establishment regarding the new teams inexperience amplified by illegal leaking. The leaking may reflect a much wider dissemination of NSA data organized by Obama right before he left office. I will explain why Obama got our Scorpion of the Week award.

In *Let’s Go to the Movies*, I will review *Harry & Snowman*, a wonderful documentary about one of my childhood favorites – a horse named Snowman. Saved from a trip to the glue factory by Dutchman Harry de Leyer, Snowman became America’s open jumper champion. This is a Cinderella story – one that will reduce you to a combination of tears and gratitude for the opportunity to know a man and a horse this inspiring.

Catherine Austin Fitts

**From The Site**

**March 02nd**
The Deep State & Trump Budget Politics with Richard Dolan

**March 09th**
The Exchange Stabilization Fund with Rob Kirby

*Who is Responsible to Make America Great Again?*

*Subscribers: Money & Markets - February 19, 2017*

*The Flynn Resignation: Who’s Pulling the Strings?*

*Open Letter to My Congressman*

*Why Are We Funding Felons?*

*SOLARI SPECIAL REPORT: Foreign Asset Reporting Requirements Update: FBAR and FATCA for 2016 Tax Year*

*Subscribers: Money & Markets - February 10, 2017*

*Book Review: Tracking Mr. Global by Thomas Hupp*
Just a Taste! - Health Care Independence with Dr. Laura Thompson

Toronto - March 4 - Join Catherine & Rob Kirby for Lunch

If you are a Solari Report subscriber, you are cordially invited to meet and have lunch with Catherine and Rob Kirby of Kirby Analytics, in Toronto, Saturday, March 4, 2017.

This will provide an opportunity for you to meet Catherine and Rob Kirby in person and to get together with other Solari Report subscribers in your area.

Subscribers, please login for information and to purchase ticket here.

If you are not a subscriber and would like to participate, you can purchase your subscription here: Special Offer.
America’s sovereign finances have been operated outside the law for some time. Since fiscal 1998, the Federal Government has refused to publish audited financial statements and has reported over $11 trillion in undocumented adjustments. Solari Report subscribers have heard for years about black budgets, hidden systems of finance, trillions in money going missing from the US Government accounts, all constituting a “financial coup d'etat. Clearly, there have been significant violations of provisions in the US Constitution and law related to management of resources and assets.

You would expect that we would hear a growing chorus of both conservatives and progressives insisting that Congress comply with the law with respect to the management of our finances. Where is our money? Which mechanisms should we use to get it back? However, that chorus has not spoken up. Instead, we see a push for Constitutional amendments and conventions.

This push raises many questions. If we will not enforce the Constitution, why the rush to change it? Why do so in a process that could be hijacked? If you look at the extraordinary sums of money, dirty tricks and covert operations used to push through tort reform, Common Core or mandated vaccines at the state level or to destroy my community wizard software tool or other attempts to ensure proper accounts and reporting, the push to change the Constitution seems mighty suspicious.

Are the people who have shifted all the money out of government accounts hoping to make sure that the Constitution can not be used to enforce, even get the money back? What is the real agenda here?

To help me sort through these questions and dig into the very real risks, I asked attorney and Constitutional scholar Edwin Vieira to join me for a Special Solari Report on the current push to fiddle with the powerful covenant that protects us all. What does it mean to us and why should we make sure our Congressmen and state legislators are focused on enforcement of the Constitution, rather than changes?

If you don’t know about Edwin Viera, you should. Vieira holds four degrees from Harvard: A.B. (Harvard College), A.M. and Ph.D. (Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences), and J.D. (Harvard Law School). For more than thirty years he has practiced law, with emphasis on constitutional issues. In the Supreme Court of the United States he successfully argued or briefed the cases leading to the landmark decisions Abood v. Detroit Board of Education, Chicago Teachers Union v. Hudson, and Communications Workers of America v. Beck, which established constitutional and statutory limitations on the uses to which labor unions, in both the private and the public sectors, may apply fees extracted from nonunion workers as a condition of their employment.

You can find Dr. Vieira’s articles at EdwinVieira.com and his books here, including my favorite, *Pieces of Eight: The Monetary Powers and Disabilities of the United States Constitution*. His lecture series on the problems facing our economy and security as well as legal remedies, *The Purse and the Sword* can be found here.
While many people are distracted by events in DC, a deeper game is afoot. Last year alone $6.5 trillion went missing from the Federal Government at the same time that the push for a Constitutional Convention increased. With the help of Dr. Vieira’s formidable experience and scholarship, I am sounding the alarm!

Everyone can listen to the interview [here](#).

---

**Louisville - May 13 - Join Joseph, Catherine & Chuck to Celebrate!**

Join Dr. Joseph P. Farrell, Catherine Austin Fitts and Chuck McCorkle for lunch in Louisville, Kentucky to celebrate the successful completion of Phase I – the first of three phases to fund Dr. Farrell's new virtual pipe organ.

Thanks to your generous help, we have signed the contract with our organ master – the implementation of Phase I is now underway. You can learn all about it at the Joseph P. Farrell Virtual Pipe Organ Crowdfund website.

Subscribers, please login for information and to purchase ticket [here](#).

If you are not a subscriber and would like to participate, you can purchase your subscription here: [Special Offer](#).

---

Prayers for the Year 2017!
Dear Friends, Clients & Subscribers:

Once again we are sending a new Prayer Book as our Christmas Card.

If you would like a complimentary copy (while they last), let us know: details here.

You can view in PDF here and flip book here.

See our 2016 Holiday Greetings here.

We wish the happiest of holidays to you and yours!

The Solari Team

Highlights from Last Week - Why We Love Bach with Dr. Michael Linton

This week on the Solari Report, I am speaking to Dr. Michael Linton, scholar, composer, entrepreneur, and expert on all things Bach. Dr. Linton is a professor of music in the School of Music at Middle Tennessee State University, founder of music company Refiners Fire, and long-time ally. He is a rare combination – a leading Bach scholar with mastery of the Solari Report archive and a deep and abiding faith in our divine possibilities.

Our Joseph P. Farrell Virtual Crowdfund has sparked an increased interest in Bach’s work. I have been getting requests for listening recommendations and questions about Bach. So I invited Dr. Linton to provide you with a proper introduction. He has generously provided an extensive list of listening recommendations for you on all areas of Bach’s work that will be posted in the subscribers links.

Even if you are not interested in Bach or classical music, I have found there is no better antidote for cultural or mental debasement than listening to Bach. So you might want to just try some of Dr. Linton’s listening suggestions.
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